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Background
It happens too often that when we try to combine the
best of two worlds we hit a wall: experts (and geeks..) in
one discipline cannot (and refuse to) understand the
other.
Biologists are not really used (or don’t really want) to
hear about force, stress and strain; mechanical engineers
usually not about cellular biology and gene expression.
OK, not new.

Recent Advances
However, when we then try looking within
biomechanics [1], even high resolution imaging [2],
bone histomorphometry [3, 4] and gait analysis [4, 5]
(Figure 1), seem to be very different churches.
The real boundary is too often between sub-disciplines,
wanting to understand in depth the own sub-discipline
but not trying to enter the other.
So to communicate your findings, either you submit to
a scientific journal of one sub-discipline eliminating the
details of the other sub-discipline -but then that will not
be read by the others -or you submit to a more crossboundary journal, getting 50% happy and 50% unhappy
reviewers (experts in one but not the other).
Where is the real advance?

Future directions
For the quick output, the choice is certainly the geeky
sub-discipline journal; whereas for the long term,
informing a wider audience and possibly providing a
real advance to the biomechanics and broader
community, the choice is probably in the more difficult
and courageous cross-boundary publication.
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Figure 1: Top: Musculoskeletal model of lower limb and
pelvis used to calculate knee joint contact forces during
stance phase. Bottom, left: 3D micro-CT image of a
right tibial plateau, top view (17 μm/pixel). Right:
Micro-CT cross-section image of subchondral bone.
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